OFFICE 365 MIGRATIONS // BROCHURE

Enhanced Microsoft Office 365
FastTrack Migrations
The Microsoft Service Description of the FastTrack Center (FTC) delivers a well-defined onboarding and mailbox migration
solution for transitioning legacy environments to Microsoft Office 365. Binary Tree is fully aligned with the FTC deliverables
and complements the FTC to further accelerate the deployment and usage of Microsoft Office 365 where FTC capabilities are
not available. The chart below provides an overview of the Microsoft FTC onboarding and migration process, the services that
the FTC provides, and the supplemental solutions provided by Binary Tree.

The Microsoft Office 365 FastTrack Onboarding & Migration Process*
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Note: In some cases, there are business requirements where coexistence between Domino and Office 365 is delivered as part of the overall FTC solution.
Source: The Microsoft Onboarding & Migration Benefit of the FastTrack Center:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/office-365-onboarding-benefit-process.aspx

Binary Tree Solutions to Supplement FastTrack
Migrations
Assessing Active Directory for an Office 365 Migration
There is often the need for Active Directory consolidation
and remediation prior to on-board to Office 365. The
Microsoft FTC offers guidance for Active Directory (AD)
preparation and remediation guidelines, as well as checks
the source directory prior to migration. To expedite
customer preparation for Office 365 migration, Binary
Tree offers two complete AD Domain and Forest
assessment and migration solutions. Our Power365®
Active Directory SaaS solution and our Active Directory
Pro software allow customers to restructure AD,
synchronize AD, and completely migrate to a new AD and
be fully compliant for migration to Microsoft Office 365.
Assessing Microsoft Exchange/Lotus Notes for an Office
365 Migration
As organizations migrate to Office 365 there are many
issues which need to be resolved to ensure low cost, ontime project completion. Often there is the business
requirement for full messaging fidelity, or simply ensuring
high end-user satisfaction during the coexistence and
migration stage. Our Migration Assessment products will
help identify the common user and directory issues that
should be remediated to provide a seamless transition
and adoption of the Office 365 service for end users. The
Migration Assessment follows standardized guidance to
ensure rapid deployment of Office 365 with minimal enduser impact.
Migrating Exchange Server and Exchange Public Folders
The Microsoft FastTrack center has well defined mailbox
migrations to move high volume of data & mailboxes. If
customers require the additional data set of Exchange
Public Folders, or more granular control of the migration
lifecycle and reporting, then Binary Tree solutions may be
required. Administrators can maintain complete control
of automating and managing migration projects with
forecasting, scheduling, reporting, and user
communication processes that are often required to
performing a successful migration. Binary Tree can also
support intra-org, inter-org (cross-forest), hybrid (onpremises and Microsoft Office 365 migrations), or full
legacy to Microsoft Office 365 migrations.

Migrate between Microsoft Office 365 Tenants
and From Hosting Providers

Migration to a Microsoft Office 365 tenant from another
Microsoft Office 365 tenant, or a 3rd party hosted
Exchange environment is outside the scope of the FTC
offering today. Binary Tree offers a complete migration
solution supporting multiple tenant to tenant migration
scenarios. There are often complex business and
technical requirements to address with 3rd party hosted
migrations, and Binary Tree provides solutions to address
all coexistence and migration needs in these scenarios.

Migrations from Domino to Office 365

Binary Tree has a long history of providing migration and
coexistence technology for customers who are moving to
Microsoft Exchange. For those organizations that are
smaller in size, simple coexistence is sufficient as the
Migration from Lotus Domino to Microsoft Office 365 can
be achieved in a few days.
For larger organization, coexistence between both mail
platforms during the migration is often a business
requirement. Full coexistence ensures complete
transparency between the two messaging platforms
including full mail interchange, complete calendar
workflow, bi-directional free/busy lookup, and
continuous synchronization of mail directories.
There are often customer requirements for migration of
the entire mailbox content, as well as that of local Notes
archives is outside the scope of FTC. Binary Tree offers a
full migration solution for the remaining content, and
local archive migration to Microsoft Office 365.
In addition to coexistence and full mailbox migration,
Binary Tree provides uninterrupted access to the
workflow of mail-enabled Domino applications. This
solution enables users who migrate to Office 365 to
continue to use the legacy Lotus Notes applications, and
therefore eliminate the need to re-write the Lotus Notes
applications to modernized platforms.

For more information, pricing & to request a demo, POC or statement of work visit:
www.BinaryTree.com
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